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Abstract
We study circle maps with a flat interval where the critical exponents at the two
boundary points of the flat spot might be different. The space of such systems is
partitioned in two connected parts whose common boundary only depends on the
critical exponents. At this boundary there is a phase transition in the geometry of
the system. Differently from the previous approaches, this is achieved by studying
the asymptotical behavior of the renormalization operator.
1 Introduction
The dynamics of circle maps with a flat interval has been intensively explored in the
past years, see [3, 9, 17, 16, 18, 19, 20]. Among many reasons to study these maps,
they appear as first return map of a special flow on the torus, called Cherry flow, see
[7, 11, 12, 13, 15, 14]. Because of their connection with Cherry flows, the maps considered
in the above cited papers have, near both boundary points of the flat interval, the form
of x`, where ` is a positive real number and it is called the critical exponent of the
map. Moreover, in [2], the dynamics of maps with different critical exponents at the two
boundary points of the flat interval is studied. More specifically, the author considers
the special case of maps having one critical exponent equal to one and the other strictly
larger than one. The dynamics of these systems has been essential in the study of bimodal
circle maps, see for example [1].
We consider here the general case of maps with a flat interval and critical exponents
not necessarily equal. In our context, the exponents can have all real values starting
in one. The space of our maps, denoted by W contains circle maps with a flat piece,
different critical exponents `1, `2 ≥ 1 and Fibonacci rotation number. See Subsection 2.2
for a precise definition.
As in [2], [3] and [13] we are interested in the study of the geometry of the non-
wandering set of the system. This is the set obtained by removing from the circle all
preimages of the flat interval and it turns out to be a Cantor set, see (4.6). The small
scale geometry of the map near to the boundary points of the flat interval gives global
information on the geometry of the non-wandering set. Differently from the previous
works, information on the geometry of the system near the flat interval is obtained by
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the study of the asymptotical behavior of the renormalization operator. One can think
of the renormalization operator as a microscope. We cut off a neighborhood around the
image of the flat piece and we look at the first return map to this neighborhood. After
rescaling and flipping, the first return map is again a map of our class. This process, that
informally describes the action of the renormalization operator, asymptotically, gives
information on the small scale geometry of our systems near the flat interval. The action
of the renormalization operator on our class of maps is explained in Subsection 2.2.
We denote by wn the quadruple of the relevant scaling ratios describing the n
th renor-
malization of a map. Its asymptotical behavior is described by a 4 × 4 matrix having
eigenvalues λu > 0, λs ∈ (0, 1), λ1 = 1 and λ0 = 0. The matrix, and its eigenvalues, only
depend on the critical exponents. In particular, expressing the vector wn of scaling ratios
of consecutive renormalizations in the basis of the four eigenvectors Eu, Es, E1, E0 one
has, for all n ∈ N, the coordinates Cu(n), Cs(n), C1(n), C0(n). The coordinate Cu(n),
related to the eigenvalue λu, effects the asymptotical behavior of the renormalization
operator and as consequence, the geometry of the system. We say that the sequence of
renormalizations is bounded if the lim supn→∞Cu(n) is finite and it is degenerate if the
lim supn→∞Cu(n) is infinite, see Definition 4.3.
Furthermore, there exists a curve Γ, defined by the equation λu(`1, `2) = 1, which
separates the `1, `2-plane in two connected components, Q− and Q+. We detect a change
of the geometry of the system while crossing Γ. This is presented in our main theorem,
see Theorem 4.4 and summarized in the following.
Theorem A. Let f ∈ W then the following holds.
- If `1, `2 ∈ Q+ then the sequence of renormalizations is bounded.
- If `1, `2 ∈ Q− then either the sequence of renormalizations is bounded or it is degen-
erate. In particular, if Cu(0) is large enough then the sequence of renormalizations
is degenerate.
In the space of maps whose renormalizations have first coefficient of the unstable
eigenvector large enough, namely Cu(0) >> 1, we detect a phase transition in the ge-
ometry of the system from degenerate to bounded. The transition occurs along a curve
depending only on the two critical exponents. We would like to stress that maps with
this property are very easy to realize: it suffices to start with a large enough flat interval.
Moreover, in one of the two connected components, we also detect a dichotomy in the
geometry which can be compared with the one found for Lorenz maps in [8].
Observe that our result contains also the case of maps with the same critical exponents
for which the same questions has been studied in [3]. In that context, a transition in the
geometry of the system is found when the critical exponent crosses 2 with no further
assumptions. Our class contains also maps with one critical exponent equal to one and
the other one larger than one, studied in [2] and for which the degenerate geometry always
holds. Supported by the above cited cases, we expect that the dichotomy in Q− reduces
to degeneracy only.
The consequences of the asymptotical behavior of the renormalizations on the geome-
try of the system are explained in Theorem 4.8. When the renormalizations are bounded,
the Hausdorff dimension of the non wandering set is strictly positive. While, when the
renormalizations are degenerate, the Hausdorff dimension of the non-wandering set is
2
zero. Moreover when the renormalizations are degenerate one can define the following
quantity
Gu(f) := lim
Cu(n)
λnu
∈ R
and obtain a very explicit expression describing the divergence of the renormalizations.
This is summarized in the following theorem. For more details refer to Theorem 4.8.
Theorem B. Let f ∈ W . If the sequence of renormalizations is bounded, then
- |wn| is bounded,
- the non-wandering set has strictly positive Hausdorff dimension.
If the sequence of renormalizations is degenerate, then λu ≥ 1. In particular, if λu > 1
then
- w2n = Gu(f)λ
n
u (Eu + o(1)),
- Gu(f) < 0,
- the non-wandering set has zero Hausdorff dimension.
As final remark we would like to stress that our discussion gives a method to study
the geometry of the attractor of a system. This is achieved by the study of the asymp-
totics of the renormalization operator. We believe that such a method can be applied in
very general and different contexts, such as circle maps with discontinuities, Fibonacci
unimodal maps, Lorenz maps, etc. where one can allow these maps to have different
critical exponents. Quadratic unimodal Fibonacci maps have been successfully studied
in [6]. For period doubling unimodal maps with different critical exponents recent results
were obtained in [5].
Standing notation. Let αn and βn be two sequences of positive numbers. We say that
αn is of the order of βn if there exists an uniform constant K > 0 such that αn ≤ Kβn.
We will use the notation αn = O(βn). Moreover we denote by [a, b] = [b, a] the shortest
interval between a and b regardless of the order of these two points. The length of that
interval in the natural metric will be denoted by |[a, b]|.
Acknowledgements. The first author is supported by the Trygger Foundation. The
second author is supported by the Centre d’Excellence Africain en Science Mathe´matiques
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2 Class of Maps and Renormalization
In this section we introduce the dynamical systems of interest, namely circle maps with
a flat interval which has possibly different critical exponents at the boundary points.
Furthermore, we describe the action of the renormalization operator on such a class of
maps.
3
2.1 The class of maps
We fix two real positive numbers `1, `2 ≥ 1 and we denote by Σ(X) the simplex
Σ(X) = {(x1, x2, x3, x4, s) ∈ R5|x1 < 0 < x3 < x4 < 1, 0 < x2 < 1 and 0 < s < 1}
and by Diff 2([0, 1]) the space of C2, orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of [0, 1]. The
space of circle maps with a flat interval and different exponents at the boundary points,
is described by
L (X) = Σ(X) ×Diff 2([0, 1])×Diff 2([0, 1])×Diff 2([0, 1]).
The space L (X) is equipped by a distance which is the sum of the usual distances: the
euclidian distance on Σ(X) and the sum of the C2 distance, | · |C2 , on Diff 2([0, 1]).
A point f = (x1, x2, x3, x4, s, ϕ, ϕ
l, ϕr) ∈ L (X) represents the following interval map
f : [x1, 1]→ [x1, 1] defined by
f(x) :=

(1− x2)qs ◦ ϕ
(
1− x
x1
)
+ x2 if x ∈ [x1, 0)
x1
(
ϕl
(
x3−x
x3
))`1
if x ∈ [0, x3]
0 if x ∈ (x3, x4)
x2
(
ϕr
(
x−x4
1−x4
))`2
if x ∈ [x4, 1]
(2.1)
where qs : [0, 1]→ [0, 1] is a diffeomorphic part of x`2 parametrized by s ∈ (0, 1), namely
qs(x) =
[(1− s)x+ s]`2 − s`2
1− s`2 .
The real numbers `1, `2 ≥ 1 are called the critical exponents of f . The role of qs will
become clear in the study of the asymptotical behavior of renormalization, see Section 3.
In particular, when the consecutive renormalizations of a map diverge then the renormal-
izations will develop in the limit a critical point at x = x1. In this case the coordinate s
will tend to zero. The reader can keep in mind Figure 2.1.
Depending on the situation we will use different coordinate systems. Given a system
f = (x1, x2, x3, x4, s, ϕ, ϕ
l, ϕr) ∈ L (X), we will represent it in S−coordinates as follows:
f = (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, ϕ, ϕ
l, ϕr) where
S1 =
|[x2, x3]|
|[0, x3]| =
x3 − x2
x3
, S2 =
|[x4, 1]|
|[x2, 1]| =
1− x4
1− x2 , S3 =
|[0, x3]|
|[x4, 1]| =
x3
1− x4 ,
S4 =
|[0, x2]|
|[x1, 0]| =
x2
−x1 , S5 = s
`2−1.
As a consequence we define
Σ(S) = {(S1, S2, S3, S4, S5) ∈ R5|0 < S2, S5 < 1 and 0 < S3, S4}
and
L (S) = Σ(S) ×Diff 2([0, 1])×Diff 2([0, 1])×Diff 2([0, 1]).
4
x1 0 x2 x3 x4 1
Figure 1: A function in L (X)
Similarly, given a system f = (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, ϕ, ϕ
l, ϕr) ∈ L (S) we will represent it in
Y−coordinates as follows: f = (y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, ϕ, ϕl, ϕr) where
y1 = S1, y2 = logS2, y3 = logS3, y4 = logS4, y5 = logS5
Also in this case we define
Σ(Y ) = {(y1, y2, y3, y4, y5) ∈ R5|y2, y5 < 0}
and
L (Y ) = Σ(Y ) ×Diff 2([0, 1])×Diff 2([0, 1])×Diff 2([0, 1]).
Observe that these changes of coordinates induce diffeomorphisms between L (X),
L (S) and L (Y ). In particular, by explicit calculations the following lemma holds.
Lemma 2.2. The inverse of (x1, x2, x3, x4)→ (S1, S2, S3, S4) is given by
1. x1 = − S3(1−S1)S2(1+S3(1−S1)S2)S4 ,
2. x2 =
S3(1−S1)S2
1+S3(1−S1)S2 ,
3. x3 =
S3S2
1+S3(1−S1)S2 ,
4. x4 = 1− S21+S3(1−S1)S2 .
From the context and the notation it will be clear which parametrization of our space
we are using. The space will then be simply denoted by L instead of L (X), L (S) or
L (Y ).
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2.2 Renormalization
In this section we are going to define the renormalization operator. The renormalization
scheme that we are going to use is adapted to study circle maps with Fibonacci rotation
number, see Subsection 2.3. For basic concepts concerning circle maps see [10].
Definition 2.3. A map f ∈ L is renormalizable if 0 < x2 < x3. The space of renormal-
izable maps will be denoted by L0.
Let f ∈ L0 and let preR(f) be the first return map of f to the interval [x1, x2]. Let
us consider the function h : [x1, x2]→ [0, 1] defined as h(x) = xx1 for all x ∈ [x1, x2]. Then
the function
Rf := h ◦ preR(f) ◦ h−1
is again a map of L . Notice that Rf is nothing else than the first return map of f to
the interval [x1, x2] rescaled and flipped. This defines the renormalization operator
R : L0 → L .
Definition 2.4. A map f ∈ L is ∞-renormalizable if for every n ≥ 0, Rnf ∈ L0. The
set of ∞-renormalizable functions will be denoted by W ⊂ L . The maps in W are called
Fibonacci maps.
Remark 2.5. Observe that, if f ∈ W , by identifying x1 with 1 we obtain a map of the
circle having Fibonacci rotation number.
We also introduce, for δ > 0, the subset Wδ of W consisting of the Fibonacci maps
with bounded diffeomorphisms, namely
Wδ =
{
f ∈ W | |ϕ|C2 +
∣∣ϕl∣∣C2 + |ϕr|C2 < δ} .
In Definition 2.6 we introduce the concept of the zoom operator needed later to describe
the action of the renormalization operator on the space of diffeomorphisms.
Definition 2.6. Let I = [a, b] ⊂ [0, 1]. The zoom operator ZI : Diff 0([0, 1]) →
Diff 0([0, 1]) is defined as
ZIϕ(x) =
ϕ((b− a)x+ a)− a˜
b˜− a˜
where ϕ ∈ Diff 0([0, 1]), x ∈ [0, 1], a˜ = ϕ(a) and b˜ = ϕ(b).
The following two lemmas are a direct consequence of the definition of the renormal-
ization operator.
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Lemma 2.7. Let f = (x1, x2, x3, x4, s, ϕ, ϕ
l, ϕr) ∈ L0 and let
Rf = (x˜1, x˜2, x˜3, x˜4, s˜, ϕ˜, ϕ˜
l, ϕ˜r). Then
1. x˜1 =
x2
x1
2. x˜2 =
(
ϕl
(
x3 − x2
x3
))`1
3. x˜3 = 1−
(
ϕ−1 ◦ q−1s
)(x4 − x2
1− x2
)
4. x˜4 = 1−
(
ϕ−1 ◦ q−1s
)(x3 − x2
1− x2
)
5. s˜ = ϕl
(
x3 − x2
x3
)
6. ϕ˜ = Z[x3−x2
x3
,1
]ϕl
7. ϕ˜l = ϕr ◦ Z[1−x˜3,1] (qs ◦ ϕ)
8. ϕ˜r = Z[
0,
x3−x2
x3
]ϕl ◦ Z[0,1−x˜4] (qs ◦ ϕ)
Lemma 2.8. Consider a map f = (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, ϕ, ϕ
l, ϕr) ∈ L0 and its renormal-
ization Rf = (S˜1, S˜2, S˜3, S˜4, S˜5, ϕ˜, ϕ˜
l, ϕ˜r). Then
1. S˜1 = 1−
(
`2S
`1
1
S2
)
·
[
S2
1− (ϕ−1 ◦ q−1s ) (1− S2)
·
(
ϕl (S1)
)`1
`2S
`1
1
]
2. S˜2 =
S1S2S3
`2S5
·
[
`2S5 (ϕ
−1 ◦ q−1s ) (S1S2S3)
S1S2S3
· 1
1− (ϕl (S1))`1
]
3. S˜3 =
S5
S1S3
·
[
S1S3 (1− (ϕ−1 ◦ q−1s ) (1− S2))
S5 (ϕ−1 ◦ q−1s ) (S1S2S3)
]
4. S˜4 =
S`11
S4
·
[(
ϕl (S1)
S1
)`1]
5. S˜5 = S
`1−1
1 ·
[(
ϕl (S1)
S1
)`1−1]
6. ϕ˜ = Z[S1,1]ϕ
l
7. ϕ˜l = ϕr ◦ Z[q−1s (1−S2),1] (qs) ◦ Z[ϕ−1◦q−1s (1−S2),1] (ϕ)
8. ϕ˜r = Z[0,S1]
(
ϕl
) ◦ Z[0,q−1s (S1S2S3)] (qs) ◦ Z[0,ϕ−1◦q−1s (S1S2S3)] (ϕ)
2.3 Fibonacci rotation number
Let Uf = [x3, x4] be the flat interval of f . Observe that R
nf|[0,1] is a rescaled version of
f qn where the sequence (qn)n∈N is the Fibonacci sequence satisfying: q1 = 1, q2 = 2 and
for all n ≥ 3, qn = qn−1 + qn−2.
Moreover ifRnf = (x1,n, x2,n, x3,n, x4,n, sn, ϕn, ϕ
l
n, ϕ
r
n) then the points x1,n, x2,n, x3,n, x4,n
correspond to dynamical points of the original function f . Namely,
- xˆ1,n = f
qn+1(x3) = f
qn+1(x4) = f
qn(0),
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- xˆ2,n = f
qn+1+1(x3) = f
qn+1+1(x4) = f
qn+1(0),
- xˆ3,n = f
−qn+1(x3),
- xˆ4,n = f
−qn+1(x4).
Proposition 2.9. The sequence |[0, xˆ2,n]| tends to zero at least exponentially fast.
Corollary 2.10. Fix δ > 0. Then for all f ∈ Wδ and n ∈ N,
|[U, f−1 (xˆ2,n)]|
|U | =
|[x3, f−1 (xˆ2,n)]|
|[x3, x4]| = O(1)
where the constant in the order depends only on δ.
Proposition 2.11. Fix δ > 0. Then for all f ∈ Wδ and n ∈ N,
max {|[0, xˆ3,n]| , |[xˆ4,n, xˆ3,n−2]|} = O (|[xˆ3,n, xˆ4,n]|)
and
|[0, xˆ2,n]| = O (|[xˆ3,n+1, xˆ4,n+1]|)
where the constant in the orders depend only on δ.
The proofs of Proposition 2.9 and Proposition 2.11 are the same as the ones of Propo-
sition 1 and Proposition 2 in [3] where the authors prove the same statements for Cherry
maps with the same critical exponent at the boundary of the flat interval, namely `1 = `2.
The proofs of Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 in [3] rely only on combinatorial arguments
and they do not involve the critical exponent of the map. For this reason they can be
repeated in our more general case to prove Proposition 2.9 and Proposition 2.11.
3 The asymptotics of renormalization
This section explores the asymptotical behavior of the renormalization operator. A crucial
role will be played by the following sequence whose asymptotics describe the ”geometry”
of the system near the boundary points of the flat piece. The sequence αn is defined as
αn :=
|[0, x3]|
|[0, x4]| =
x3,n
x4,n
=
S2,nS3,n
1− S2,n + (1− S1,n)S2,nS3,n . (3.1)
The above formulation of the sequence αn in the Si,n coordinates can be deduced from
Lemma 2.2.
3.1 Asymptotics of the distortions
In this section we show that the diffeomorphic parts of the renormalizations have bounded
distortion. We start by giving the definition of distortion.
Definition 3.2. Let ϕ : N → N be a C1 map where N is an interval. If T ⊂ N is an
interval such that Dϕ(x) 6= 0 for every x ∈ T , we define the distortion of ϕ in T as:
dist(ϕ, T ) = sup
x,y∈T
log
|Dϕ(x)|
|Dϕ(y)| .
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Proposition 3.3. Fix δ > 0. Then, for all f ∈ Wδ and n ∈ N,
dist(ϕn) = O
(
α
1
`
n−2
)
dist(ϕln) = O
(
α
1
`
n−1
)
dist(ϕrn) = O
(
α
1
`
n
)
where ` = max {`1, `2} and the constants in the orders depend only on δ.
The following Proposition is a preparation for proving Proposition 3.3.
Proposition 3.4. Fix δ > 0. Then for all f ∈ Wδ and α > 0 the following holds. Let T
and M ⊂ T be two intervals and let S,D be the left and the right component of T \M
and n ∈ N. Suppose that
1. for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 the intervals f i(T ) are pairwise disjoint,
2. fn : T → fn(T ) is a diffeomorphism,
3. |f
n(M)|
|fn(S)| ,
|fn(M)|
|fn(D)| < α.
Then
dist (fn(M)) = O(α)
where the constant in the order depends only on δ.
The proof of the previous proposition can be found in [10]. We are now ready to prove
Proposition 3.3.
Proof. In this proof we use the notation introduced in Subsection 2.3. We start by proving
the statement for ϕln. Define
- T = [xˆ4,n+1, xˆ4,n],
- M = [f(x3), xˆ3,n] = [0, xˆ3,n],
- S = [xˆ4,n+1, f(x3)] = [xˆ4,n+1, 0],
- D = [xˆ3,n, xˆ4,n].
Observe that
ϕln = ZMf
qn−1.
We claim that:
1. for every 0 ≤ i ≤ qn − 2 the intervals f i(T ) are pairwise disjoint,
2. f qn−1 : T → f qn−1(T ) is a diffeomorphism,
3. |f qn−1(M)|/|f qn−1(S)|, |f qn−1(M)|/|f qn−1(D)| = O
(
α
1
`
n−1
)
.
Points 1 and 2 comes from general properties of circle maps. For point 3 observe that
|f qn−1(M)|
|f qn−1(S)| =
|[f qn(x3), x3]|
|[f−qn−1(x4), f qn(x3)]| .
As consequence, under the image of f ,
|f qn(M)|
|f qn(S)| =
|[xˆ2,n−1, 0]|
|[xˆ4,n−1, xˆ2,n−1]| = O (αn−1)
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where we used Proposition 2.11. Hence
|f qn−1(M)|
|f qn−1(S)| = O
(
α
1
`
n−1
)
. (3.5)
Observe that, because Uf = f
qn−1(D), by Corollary 2.10 and (3.5),
|f qn−1(M)|
|f qn−1(D)| = O
( |f qn−1(M)|
|f qn−1(S)|
)
= O
(
α
1
`
n−1
)
.
By Proposition 3.4 we get the desired distortion estimate for ϕln.
To prove the distortion estimate for ϕn notice that ϕn = ZMf
qn−1−1 and repeat the
previous argument with
- T = [xˆ4,n−1, xˆ4,n],
- M = [xˆ1,n, f(x3)] = [xˆ1,n, 0],
- S = [xˆ4,n−1, xˆ1,n],
- D = [f(x3), xˆ4,n] = [0, xˆ4,n].
For the distortion estimate of ϕrn, take
- T = [xˆ3,n, xˆ3,n−2],
- M = [xˆ4,n, xˆ2,n−2],
- S = [xˆ3,n, xˆ4,n],
- D = [xˆ2,n−2, xˆ3,n−2],
and notice that ϕrn = ZMf
qn−1. We claim that
1. for every 0 ≤ i ≤ qn − 2 the intervals f i(T ) are pairwise disjoint,
2. f qn−1 : T → f qn−1(T ) is a diffeomorphism,
3. |f qn−1(M)|/|f qn−1(S)|, |f qn−1(M)|/|f qn−1(D)| = O
(
α
1
`
n
)
.
Points 1 and 2 comes from general properties of circle maps. For point 3 observe that
|f qn−1(M)|
|f qn−1(D)| =
|[x4, f qn+1(x3)]|
|[f qn+1(x3), f qn−1(x3)]| ≤
|[x4, f qn+1(x3)]|
|[f−qn(x3), f−qn(x4))]| .
As consequence, under the image of f ,
|f qn(M)|
|f qn(D)| ≤
|[0, xˆ2,n]|
|[xˆ3,n, xˆ4,n]| = O (αn)
where we used Proposition 2.11. Hence
|f qn−1(M)|
|f qn−1(D)| = O
(
α
1
`
n
)
. (3.6)
Observe that, by Corollary 2.10 and (3.6),
|f qn−1(M)|
|f qn−1(S)| =
|[x4, f qn+1(x3)]|
|[x3, x4]| ≤
|f qn−1(M)|
|f qn−1(D)| = O
(
α
1
`
n
)
.
By Proposition 3.4 we get the desired distortion estimate for ϕrn.
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3.2 Asymptotics of renormalization
Lemma 3.7. Fix δ > 0. Then for all f ∈ Wδ and n ∈ N,
1. S1,n = O
(
α
1
`
n+1
)
2. S2,n = O
(
α
1
`
n−1
)
3. sn = O
(
α
`n+1−1
`
n
)
4. S1,nS2,nS3,n = O (αn)
5. S2,nS3,n =
S2,n−1
`n
O (1)
with ` = max {`1, `2}, `n = `1 for n even and `n = `2 for n odd. Moreover the constants
in the orders depend only on δ.
Proof. We prove the lemma assuming that n is even. As a consequence, in a left-sided
neighborhood of [x3,n, x4,n], the critical exponent is `1 and in a right-sided neighborhood
the critical exponent is `2. The proof in the case of n odd is exactly the same, one just has
to flip the exponents. Observe that, because ϕln has bounded distortion (see Proposition
3.3), we have that S1,n = O
(
ϕln (S1,n)
)
and by point 2 of Lemma 2.7,(
ϕln (S1,n)
)`1
= x2,n+1.
Hence
S1,n = O
(
x
1
`1
2,n+1
)
= O
(
x
1
`1
3,n+1
)
= O
(
α
1
`1
n+1
)
= O
(
α
1
`
n+1
)
. (3.8)
Point 1 is proved. In order to show point 2 observe that, by Proposition 2.11 and Propo-
sition 3.3, there exist two constants K1 and K2, depending only on δ, such that
S2,n+2 ≤ K |[x4,n+2, x3,n]||[x3,n+2, x3,n]| ≤ K1K2
|[f−qn+1(x4), x3]|
|[f−qn+1(x3), x3]| .
Moreover, ( |[f−qn+1(x4), x3]|
|[f−qn+1(x3), x3]|
)`1
= O
(
x3,n+1
x4,n+1
)
.
Combining the two previous inequalities, we find
S`12,n+2 = O
(
x3,n+1
x4,n+1
)
= O (αn+1) .
Point 2 follows. By point 5 of Lemma 2.8, Proposition 3.3 and (3.8) we have
s`2−1n = S5,n = S
`2−1
1,n−1 ·
(
ϕln (S1,n−1)
S1,n−1
)`2−1
= O
(
α
`2−1
`
n
)
.
It follows point 3. The proof of point 4 is a consequence of Proposition 2.11. Namely
S1,nS2,nS3,n =
x3,n − x2,n
1− x2,n = O (αn) .
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For proving point 5, observe that, by points 2 and 3 of Lemma 2.8 we have
S2,nS3,n =
S2,n−1
`1
[
`1
S2,n−1
· 1−
(
ϕ−1n−1 ◦ q−1sn−1
)
(1− S2,n−1)
1− (ϕln−1 (S1,n−1))`2
]
.
Observe that, by Proposition 2.11, the sequence {S2,n} is bounded away from 1. As a
consequence, by Proposition 3.3, there exists a constant K > 0, depending only on δ,
such that
1− (ϕ−1n−1 ◦ q−1sn−1) (1− S2,n−1) = S2,n−1Dqsn−1 (θn−1)K (3.9)
where |θn − 1| ≤ S2,n. As before, by the fact that the sequences {S1,n} and {S2,n} are
bounded away from 1, see Proposition 2.11, by Proposition 3.3 and by point 5 of Lemma
2.7, we get
Dqsn−1 (θn−1) = `1K1 (3.10)
and
1
1− (ϕln−1 (S1,n−1))`2 = K2 (3.11)
where K1 and K2 are positive constants depending only on δ. Point 5 follows.
Proposition 3.12. Fix δ > 0. Then for all f ∈ Wδ and n ∈ N, the following holds. If
Rnf = (S1,n, S2,n, S3,n, S4,n, S5,n, ϕn, ϕ
l
n, ϕ
r
n), then
1. S1,n+1 =
[
1−
(
`n+1S
`n
1,n
S2,n
)]
O(1)
2. S2,n+1 =
S1,nS2,nS3,n
`n+1S5,n
O(1)
3. S3,n+1 =
S5,n
S1,nS3,n
O(1)
4. S4,n+1 =
S`n1,n
S4,n
O(1).
5. S5,n+1 = S
`n−1
1,n O(1).
where `n = `1 for n even and `n = `2 for n odd. Moreover the constants in the orders
depend only on δ.
Proof. As in the previous lemma, we assume that n is even. As a consequence, in a
left-sided neighborhood of [x3,n, x4,n], the critical exponent is `1 and in a right-sided
neighborhood the critical exponent is `2. The proof in the case of n odd is exactly the
same, one just has to flip the exponents. Let us start by proving point 1. By (3.9) and
(3.10), there exists a constant K > 0, depending only on δ, such that
1− (ϕ−1n ◦ q−1sn ) (1− S2,n) = S2,n`2 K.
Finally, by point 1 of Lemma 2.8, Proposition 3.3 and by the previous estimate we get
S1,n+1 = 1−
(
`2S
`1
1,n
S2,n
)[
S2,n
1− (ϕ−1n ◦ q−1sn ) (1− S2,n) ·
(
ϕln (S1,n)
)`1
`2S
`1
1,n
]
(3.13)
= 1−
(
`2S
`1
1,n
S2,n
)
O(1).
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Notice that the previous estimate (
ϕln (S1,n)
)
S1,n
= O(1)
proves point 4 and 5 by using point 4 and 5 of Lemma 2.8. Let us prove point 2. By
Proposition 3.3 there exists a constant K1 > 0, depending only on δ, such that
`2S5,n
(
ϕ−1n ◦ q−1sn
)
(S1,nS2,nS3,n)
S1,nS2,nS3,n
≤ `2S5,n
Dqsn (0)K1
.
By the fact that the sequence {S1,n} is bounded away from 1, see Proposition 2.11, by
Proposition 3.3 and by point 5 of Lemma 2.7, we find
Dqsn (0) = `2S5,nK2
where K2 is a uniform constant. Finally, by point 2 of Lemma 2.8, by (3.11) and by the
previous two estimates we find that
S2,n+1 =
S1,nS2,nS3,n
`2S5,n
[
`2S5,n
(
ϕ−1n ◦ q−1sn
)
(S1,nS2,nS3,n)
S1,nS2,nS3,n
· 1
1− (ϕln (S1,n))`1
]
=
S1,nS2,nS3,n
`2S5,n
O(1).
Notice that, by (3.13), Proposition 3.3 and the fact that the sequences {S1,n} and {S2,n}
are bounded away from 1, there exist two constants C1 and C2, depending only on δ,
such that
C1 ≤
`2S
`1
1,n
S2,n
≤ C2. (3.14)
By point 5 of Lemma 3.7, (3.14) and point 5 of this proposition we get
S1,nS2,nS3,n
s`2n
= S1,nO(1). (3.15)
We are now ready to prove point 3. Notice that, by Proposition 3.3, there exists a positive
constant K3, depending only on δ, such that(
ϕ−1n ◦ q−1sn
)
(S1,nS2,nS3,n) =
S1,nS2,nS3,n
Dqsn (ζn)K3
where qsn (ζn) ≤ S1,nS2,nS3,nK3. In particular, because qsn (x) ≥ x`2 , we get
0 < ζn ≤ (S1,nS2,nS3,n)
1
`2 K
1
`2
3 (3.16)
By Lemma 2.8, (3.9) and the previous estimate we get
S3,n+1 =
S5,n
S1,nS3,n
[
1
S5,n
· ((1− sn) ζn + sn)
`2−1
((1− sn) θn + sn)`2−1
O(1)
]
.
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Now, by point 2 and 3 of Lemma 3.7 and by the definition of S5,n
S3,n+1 =
S5,n
S1,nS3,n
[
((1− sn) ζn + sn)`2−1
S5,n
O(1)
]
=
S5,n
S1,nS3,n
[(
(1− sn) ζn
sn
+ 1
)`2−1
O(1)
]
.
Finally by (3.16), (3.15) and point 1 of Lemma 3.7, we find
S3,n+1 =
S5,n
S1,nS3,n
O(1).
Point 3 follows.
Let
L1 =

1 + 1
`1
1 0 −1
− 1
`1
−1 0 1
1 0 −1 0
1− 1
`1
0 0 0
 ,
L2 =

1 + 1
`2
1 0 −1
− 1
`2
−1 0 1
1 0 −1 0
1− 1
`2
0 0 0
 ,
Leven =

1
`1
+ 1
`2
+ 1
`1`2
1
`1
0 − 1
`1
1− 1
`1
− 1
`1`2
1− 1
`1
0 1
`1
− 1
1
`2
1 1 −1
1− 1
`1
− 1
`1`2
+ 1
`2
1− 1
`1
0 1
`1
− 1
 ,
Lodd =

1
`2
+ 1
`1
+ 1
`1`2
1
`2
0 − 1
`2
1− 1
`2
− 1
`1`2
1− 1
`2
0 1
`2
− 1
1
`1
1 1 −1
1− 1
`2
− 1
`1`2
+ 1
`1
1− 1
`2
0 1
`2
− 1
 .
For all n ∈ N we defined
wn =

logS2,n
logS3,n
logS4,n
logS5,n
 =

y2,n
y3,n
y4,n
y5,n
 . (3.17)
Equation (3.14) allows to eliminate S1,n which asymptotically is determined by S2,n.
With the notations introduced above, the new estimates of Lemma 3.12 obtained by the
substitution of S1,n takes the following linear form.
Proposition 3.18. Fix δ > 0. Then for all f ∈ Wδ and n ∈ N, the sequence wn has the
form
w2n+2 = Levenw2n +O (1) (3.19)
w2n+3 = Loddw2n+1 +O (1) (3.20)
w2n+1 = L1w2n +O (1) (3.21)
w2n+2 = L2w2n+1 +O (1) . (3.22)
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where the constants in the orders depend only on δ.
Remark 3.23. Observe that, because of properties (3.21) and (3.22) we can restrict our
analysis to the even sequence. The asymptotical behavior of the odd sequence can be
expressed in the asymptotics of the even sequence and vice versa.
Lemma 3.24. The eigenvalues of Leven (and Lodd) are λ1 = 1, λ0 = 0,
λs =
1
2`1`2
{
1 + `1 + `2 −
√
`21 + `
2
2 + 2`1 + 2`2 − 2`1`2 + 1
}
∈ (0, 1),
λu =
1
2`1`2
{
1 + `1 + `2 +
√
`21 + `
2
2 + 2`1 + 2`2 − 2`1`2 + 1
}
> 0.
Moreover the eigenvectors of Leven, E1 = (e
1
i )i=2,3,4,5, E0 = (e
0
i )i=2,3,4,5, Es = (e
s
i )i=2,3,4,5
and Eu = (e
u
i )i=2,3,4,5 corresponding to the eigenvalues λ1, λ0, λs and λu satisfy the
following:
E1 = (0, 0, 1, 0) and ∀i, eui 6= 0. (3.25)
The eigenvectors of Lodd, L1E1 = (eˆ
1
i )i=2,3,4,5, L1E0 = (eˆ
0
i )i=2,3,4,5, L1Es = (eˆ
s
i )i=2,3,4,5 and
L1Eu = (eˆ
u
i )i=2,3,4,5 also satisfy (3.25).
Denote by Γ the curve defined by the equation λu(`1, `2) = 1. The following holds.
Lemma 3.26. Let Q be the quadrant defined by (`1, `2) ∈ [1,+∞)× [1,+∞). Then Q\Γ
has two connected components,
Q \ Γ = Q− ∪Q+
satisfying the following
- Q− and Q+ are symmetric with respect to the diagonal,
- λu > 1 on Q− and λu < 1 on Q+,
- for all ray Rθ starting in (1, 1), Rθ ∩Q− and Rθ ∩Q+ are segments.
Proof. We leave the proof of this elementary lemma to the reader. The graph of the
curve Γ is plotted in Figure 2.
4 Statement and Proofs of the Main Theorems
From Proposition 3.18 and Lemma 3.24 we have that, for all n ∈ N, there exists Cu(n),
Cs(n), C1(n), C0(n) such that
w2n = Cu(n)Eu + Cs(n)Es + C1(n)E1 + C0(n)E0. (4.1)
Moreover Cu(n), Cs(n), C1(n) and C0(n) satisfy the following.
Lemma 4.2. Fix δ > 0. Then for all f ∈ Wδ and n ∈ N,
Cs(n) = O(1), C0(n) = O(1) and C1(n) = O(n).
Moreover, if Cu(n) = O(1) then C1(n) = O(1).
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Figure 2: The curve Γ.
Proof. Observe that Cs(n + 1) = λsCs(n) + O(1) and that λs < 1. Similar formulas
hold also for C0(n+ 1) and for C1(n+ 1) using the corresponding eigenvalues. The first
statement of the lemma then follows.
Suppose now that Cu(n) = O(1). Then, by recalling the expression for wn, see (3.17),
by (4.1) and (3.25), there exists a constant K such that 1
K
≤ S2,2n, S3,2n, S5,2n ≤ K. We
use now (3.21) and we find that, the same kind of bounds hold also for S2,2n−1, S3,2n−1
and S5,2n−1. Moreover, because of (3.14), also the sequence S1,n is bounded from below
and from above. Observe now that, by Proposition 2.11, S4,2n and S4,2n−1 are bounded
from above for all n. As a consequence, by using point 4 of Proposition 3.12 and the fact
that S1,2n−1 is bounded from below, we get a lower bound for S4,2n. We have than that
S4,2n is bounded from below and from above. Hence, by using again (3.17), (4.1) and
(3.25), that C1(n) = O(1).
Definition 4.3. Fix δ > 0 and take f ∈ Wδ. We say that the sequence {Rnf}n∈N is
bounded if the lim supn→∞Cu(n) <∞. We say that the sequence {Rnf}n∈N is degenerate
if lim supn→∞Cu(n) =∞.
Theorem 4.4. Fix δ > 0. Then for all f ∈ Wδ and n ∈ N, the following holds.
- If `1, `2 ∈ Q+ then the sequence {Rnf}n∈N is bounded.
- If `1, `2 ∈ Q− then either the sequence {Rnf}n∈N is bounded or it is degenerate. In
particular, there exists Kδ > 0 such that, if Cu(0) ≥ Kδ then the sequence {Rnf}n∈N
is degenerate.
Proof. Suppose `1, `2 ∈ Q+. Then, by the equation Cu(n + 1) = λuCu(n) + O(1) and
because λu < 1, we have that Cu(n) is bounded by a positive constant. The statement
follows. Suppose `1, `2 ∈ Q−. We start to prove that if Cu(0) is large enough, then the
sequence {Rnf}n∈N is degenerate. Observe that Cu(n + 1) = λuCu(n) + Cδ where Cδ is
a constant depending only on δ and λu > 1. Define the sequence {cn} such that, for all
n ∈ N, Cu(n) = cnλnu. As a consequence,
cn ≥ c0 −
∑ Cδ
λnu
= Cu(0)−
∑ Cδ
λnu
.
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In particular, if Cu(0) > 2
∑ Cδ
λnu
= Kδ, then for all n ∈ N,
Cu(n) ≥ λnu
∑ Cδ
λnu
.
Hence, lim supn→∞Cu(n) = ∞ and the sequence {Rnf}n∈N is degenerate. In order to
prove the dichotomy, observe that if Cu(n) is bounded then, the sequence {Rnf}n∈N is
bounded, otherwise there exists n0 such that Cu(n0) > Kδ and by the previous argument,
the sequence {Rn (Rn0f)}n∈N is degenerate. Hence {Rnf}n∈N is degenerate
In the following we explore the consequences of the asymptotical behavior of the
renormalization operator on the geometry of the system.
Lemma 4.5. Fix δ > 0. Then for all f ∈ Wδ and n ∈ N, if `1, `2 ∈ Q−, we have that the
limit
lim
n→∞
Cu(n)
λnu
exists.
Proof. Observe that Cu(n + 1) = λuCu(n) + O(1). Define the sequence {cn} such that,
for all n ∈ N, Cu(n) = cnλnu. As a consequence
cn+1 = cn +O
(
1
λnu
)
and because λu > 1, the sequence {cn} converges.
Fix δ > 0 and take f ∈ Wδ with critical exponents `1, `2 ∈ Q−. We denote the limit
from Lemma 4.5 by
Gu(f) := lim
Cu(n)
λnu
∈ R.
We define in the following the non-wandering set1 for a map in our class. Fix δ > 0. For
any function f ∈ Wδ, the non-wandering set of f is
Kf = S1 \ ∪i≥0f−i(Uf ) (4.6)
where Uf = [x3, x4] is the flat interval of f . The proof of the next lemma is obtained by
following the same arguments as in [3] and [7].
Lemma 4.7. The non-wandering set Kf is a Cantor set.
The following theorem gives more specific and geometrical consequences of the con-
cepts of ”bounded” and ”degenerate” behavior of the renormalizations, see Definition
4.3.
Theorem 4.8. Fix δ > 0 and let f ∈ Wδ. If the sequence {Rnf}n∈N is bounded, then
- |wn| = O(1),
- dist (ϕn) , dist
(
ϕln
)
, dist (ϕrn) = O(1),
1The non wandering set of a map f is the set of the points x such that for any open neighborhood
V 3 x there exists an integer n > 0 such that the intersection of V and fn(V ) is non-empty.
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- the non-wandering set Kf has strictly positive Hausdorff dimension.
If the sequence {Rnf}n∈N is degenerate, then λu ≥ 1. In particular, if λu > 1, then
- w2n = Gu(f)λ
n
u (Eu + o(1)),
- w2n+1 = Gu(f)λ
n
u (L1Eu + o(1)),
- Gu(f) < 0,
- α2n = e
Gu(f)λnu(e2u+e3u+o(1)),
- α2n+1 = e
Gu(f)λnu(eˆ2u+eˆ3u+o(1)),
- dist (ϕn) , dist
(
ϕln
)
, dist (ϕrn) = O
(
eGu(f)λ
n
u(g+o(1))
)
where g > 0,
- the non-wandering set Kf has zero Hausdorff dimension.
Proof. Suppose that the sequence {Rnf}n∈N is bounded, then Cu(n) = O(1) and by
Lemma 4.2, Cs(n), C0(n), C1(n) = O(1). As a consequence, by Remark 3.23, |wn| = O(1).
The bounds on the diffeomorphisms are a straight consequence of Proposition 3.3. The
proof of the positivity of the Hausdorff dimension is exactly the same as the one in
Theorem 1.5 of [13] where the author proves the same statement for circle maps with a
flat piece and the same order of criticality at the boundary points of it. The positivity of
the Hausdorff dimension is only consequence of the fact that the sequence αn is bounded
away form zero, which is now the case also in our more general context.
If the sequence {Rnf}n∈N is degenerate, by Theorem 4.4, the critical exponents of f
are not in Q+ and as a consequence, λu ≥ 1. Let us assume that λu > 1. By using (4.1)
and Lemma 4.2, we get
lim
n→∞
w2n
λnu
= Gu(f)Eu.
It follows that
w2n = Gu(f)λ
n
u (Eu + o(1))
and Gu(f) < 0. The formula for w2n+1 comes from Remark 3.23. The equality for αn is
consequence of (3.1). Proposition 3.3 implies the bounds for the diffeomorphisms. The
estimation of the Hausdorff dimension is the same as in Theorem 1.4 of [13].
Remark 4.9. The order terms in Proposition 3.18 can be refined to have O(1) = w∗ +
O
(
α
1
`
2n
)
where ` = max {`1, `2} and w∗ depends only on the critical exponents. As a
consequence, if the sequence {Rnf}n∈N is degenerate and λu = 1,
- wn = −Gn (Eu + o(1)) with G > 0,
- αn = e
−gn(e2u+e3u+o(1)) with g > 0,
- the non-wandering set Kf has zero Hausdorff dimension.
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